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Brief Note:

The Webinar was facilitated by Mr. CA V. Pattabhi Ram in association with Prime Academy. Prime Academy is in the knowledge dissemination space and is into Chartered Accountancy training for a little over two and a half decades. Mr. CA V. Pattabhi Ram is a Chartered Accountant and is the founding partner of Yoganandh & Ram. He is an author, a public speaker and a writer. He has authored several books like Ticking Times and Nightingales. Earlier this year, he had also authored a spotlight document on Dr. Nirmala Prasad.

The Webinar addressed the pressing need of how to safeguard one’s savings in this current time of crisis- what are the do’s and don’ts that can best help one to ensure the safety of his or her deposits. The speaker elucidated an ideal level of savings a person should have at a certain age, for a given level of income and also explained on how to calculate one’s net worth. The speaker also addressed various clarifications and queries that were brought forth by the participants. The session was an eye opener on how to ensure the safety of one’s savings and also served as a guideline for future investments.